
Summary
Multimech for Abaqus from Siemens 
Digital Industries Software allows users 
to easily convert existing models into 
True Multiscale models. 

Using this plugin, engineers can make 
design choices based on high-fidelity 
multiscale simulation that pinpoints the 
origin of failure at the microstructure. 

• Observe microstructure properties

• Zoom into microscale to assess dam-
age and relay to the macroscale

• Achieve more accurate simulation 
results due to accurately representing 
behavior at the microscale

How it works
Multimech is integrated within the 
Abaqus native user interface, making it 
simple to convert an existing Abaqus 
model into a full True Multiscale model. 
After the Multimech for Abaqus exten-
sion is installed, Multimech options are 
available in Abaqus modules. This gives 
the Abaqus user the ability to create a 
microstructure model and define its 
constituent material properties, along 
with many other capabilities. 
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Benefits
• Enable the accurate modeling of 

damage or failure in any multi-
phase material

• Automatically generate 
microstructures

• Optimize structure, material and 
material calibration

Multimech for Abaqus

Enabling the accurate modeling of damage or 
failure in any multiphase material
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1. Once the extension is installed, new icons with the 
Multimech logo will appear in the Abaqus Property module, 
as seen in the image above. These icons allow for the differ-
ent capabilities of Multimech to be used with Abaqus, such 
as creating microstructural models, importing material orien-
tations or inserting defects. 

3. Once the user is satisfied with a microstructure, selecting 
“Create Abaqus Material” enables them to create a material 
in Abaqus that uses Multimech to calculate its response. This 
material can be assigned to sections and composite layups 
like any other material in Abaqus or other computer-aided 
engineering (CAE) systems. 

2. Selecting “Create a Microstructural Material” opens a dia-
log box that allows the user to create or edit a microstruc-
ture. Alternatively, an existing representative volume 
element (RVE) can be imported. 

4. In the Abaqus Job module, the user can then create a 
Multimech job to define the main settings and activate 
the multiscale solution. Solving this job will run the full 
multiscale simulation. After the simulation is complete, 
Multimech enables the user to postprocess the micro-
structure at any integration point in the global model. 
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Using an accurate and detailed  
FE2 theory 
Using this theory, an engineer can have 
a global scale model with a part that is 
subjected to different loading and 
boundary conditions. The stresses and 
strains within this part are transferred 
to a specified microscale finite element 
(FE) model, which represents every 
integration point within the global  
scale model. 

Once the microscale model is  
solved that information is  
passed to the global  
scale, enabling much  
more realistic simulation  
results due to the accurate  
representation of damage  
criteria. This method is  represent- 
ative since microscale damage leads  
to reducing stiffness in global scale  
elements, distributing stress concentra-
tion to different elements. 
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